The Future of Diversity, Equity and Inclusion 2021

Advance DEI initiatives to achieve greater long-term organizational success
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Executive Summary

Most of today's organizations lack mature and effective diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) programs, according to our 2021 study. The organizations that do have effective DEI programs tend to share a range of characteristics and practices. In short, they achieve their status by working at it.

To better understand why so many struggle as well as how the best ones succeed, we investigated the following areas:

- the DEI landscape, including program maturity levels and equitable pay
- the extent to which key DEI initiatives are developed and their perceived level of effectiveness
- who is typically responsible for DEI and the extent to which they are funded and supported
- how employers’ use of training, incentives, communication practices, and metrics relate to DEI
- the prevalence of inclusive benefits
- the practices that seem most closely associated with DEI success

For the purpose of the survey on which this study is based, we defined DEI initiatives as those “relating to the presence of underrepresented groups (e.g., in terms of ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, disability, etc.) in organizations, how valued and welcomed underrepresented groups feel in those organizations, and the degree to which these groups enjoy equal opportunities, including but not limited to equitable pay.”

About this Survey

The “Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion 2021” survey ran in December 2020 and January 2021. We gathered 374 usable complete and partial responses, primarily from HR professionals in virtually every industry vertical. Respondents are from all over the world, with the majority from the North America, especially the United States.

The participants represent a broad cross-section of employers by number of employees, ranging from small businesses with fewer than 50 employees to enterprises with 20,000+ employees. More than two-thirds of respondents are from organizations with 1,000 or more employees.

This study utilized two separate survey panels of participants. One panel represents HR.com members, and the other is an external panel of HR professionals from outside our organization's membership.
Below are some key findings from the study:

**Major Finding 1**

**Companies struggle to fully mature their DEI programs**

- Only about two-fifths (41%) indicate that DEI initiatives in their organizations have reached the “expert” or advanced” stages.
- Only 30% rate their organization's DEI initiatives as highly effective (i.e., an 8, 9 or 10 on a ten-point scale).
- Although many organizations are having trouble effectively managing DEI, two-thirds say that DEI plays a role in strategic planning, and another 57% integrate their DEI frameworks into the business strategy.

**Major Finding 2**

**While nearly two-thirds agree or strongly agree that pay is equitable in their organization, there is much room for improvement**

- Just 16% say equitable pay is a top priority among executives, and one-fifth say that equitable pay is not currently an organizational priority at all.
- Only 42% say they are actively investing in understanding the pay equity gap in their business to a high or very high degree.
- The most common tools to measure pay gaps and pay equity are comparisons of pay among comparable jobs (55%) and comparisons within pay band (46%).
- Thirteen percent say they don’t measure pay or pay equity at all.

**Major Finding 3**

**Most companies fall short in the areas of metrics and training**

- Among those that apply metrics, most rely on basic compliance-oriented workforce demographic metrics (50%), while fewer evaluate diversity within the leadership ranks (38%) equal job titles (30%), diversity goals related to succession planning (28%) and recruiting outcomes (28%).
- Only two-fifths offer some kind of training to all employees (42%).
- Among those that do offer training, the most common DEI-related training programs are:
  - inclusion awareness training (52%)
  - performance management training (45%)
  - inclusive recruitment policies training (43%)
  - anti-racism training (42%)

```
Major Finding 4

Although progress has been made in cultivating a more diverse workforce, many companies still have a long way to go

- Sixty-nine percent agree or strongly agree their workforce is more diverse than it was two years ago.
- Somewhat fewer (58%), however, say their workforce reflects the demographics of today’s marketplace.
- About a third (35%) say ethnical/racial minorities make up no more than 20% of their organizations’ leaders, and 23% say the same about women.

Major Finding 5

Companies are often not considering benefit programs that appeal to a diverse workforce, leaving considerable room for improvement

- Only 37% consider DEI in employee assistance programs (EAP), wellness and healthcare benefits to a high or very high degree.
- While nearly three-fifths offer flexible work options (57%), significantly fewer offer benefits for domestic partners (36%) and professional part-time roles (29%).

Major Finding 6

Organizations that perform better in the area of DEI practices are more likely than others to:

- have support from the top to close pay gaps and an associated budget for it
- include a wide range of characteristics in their definition of DEI
- integrate DEI strategic frameworks into their business strategies
- make DEI quite visible to the workforce
- emphasize DEI in succession planning and talent acquisition processes
- use more advanced metrics, set more goals related to DEI, and use more incentives to encourage DEI
- provide training for pay equity, communication practices, anti-racism, inclusion awareness and inclusive recruitment policies
- have programs to improve diversity in the leadership ranks
- offer more inclusive and family-friendly benefits

Please note that the findings and recommendations contained in this report are informational only. Nothing in this report should be construed as constituting legal opinions or advice. Please consult an attorney if you have questions about the legal requirements, rules or regulations associated with any content discussed in this report.
How Developed Are Today’s DEI Practices?

Finding: Just two-fifths of organizations have overall DEI initiatives that could be deemed as mature

We believe that one of the primary reasons many organizations have failed to cultivate diverse workforces and leadership teams is that their overall DEI initiatives are weak or are only in the beginning stages.

In fact, only about two-fifths of HR professionals indicate their organizations have “advanced” (30%) or “expert” (11%) DEI practices. The remaining 59% fall into less mature stages.¹

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DEI Maturity Stages Defined</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Undeveloped</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Little or nothing has been done to increase DEI or integrate DEI goals with organizational goals. To the extent that there is a focus, it is on compliance only.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Beginning</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We try to maintain compliance but have made a few efforts at DEI and thinking about how DEI helps to position our organization in the marketplace.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intermediate</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We have deployed several different DEI initiatives piecemeal. It is viewed as moderately important, but we do not spend a lot of time measuring success.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Advanced</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We have a strategic framework that has multiple pillars aligned with the organizational goals. Our DEI efforts include metrics and setting annual goals for improvement, and we closely follow DEI at leadership levels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expert</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEI is embedded in our culture and our CEO and Board members make it a priority. Ownership of DEI initiatives is at the senior leadership level. We use analytics to address recruiting, succession planning and other talent-related issues, and our managers are assessed based on DEI goals. DEI initiatives are strategic and contribute to the achievement of organizational goals.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ Note that HR.com used both an internal and external panel for collecting responses to this survey. The six HR professionals from the external panel who said their organizations were in the “undeveloped” stage were subsequently disqualified. However, those from the HR.com panel who said the same were able to proceed.
Survey Question: At what stage of development is diversity, equity and inclusion (DEI) within your organization? (select the one that best applies)

- Expert: 11%
- Advanced: 30%
- Intermediate: 28%
- Beginning: 21%
- Undeveloped: 10%

Fifty-nine percent have relatively immature DEI initiatives.
Finding: Few respondents think their initiatives are highly effective

Just 30% rate their organization’s DEI initiatives as very effective (that is, respondents say their organization’s DEI initiatives are an 8, 9 or 10 on a 10-point scale). This lends support to the previous findings that most do not view their organization’s DEI practices as being in the “advanced” or “expert” stages.

Collectively, these findings suggest that most organizations and most HR departments have the ability to manage DEI much more effectively in the future. The rest of this report shows how organizations are managing DEI and what they might do better to improve in this area.

Survey Question: Taken as a whole, how effective are your organization’s DEI initiatives?

- Perfectly effective (10) 7%
- 9 8%
- 8 15%
- 7 15%
- 6 12%
- 5 13%
- 4 11%
- 3 8%
- 2 6%
- Extremely Ineffective (1) 6%

Most respondents rate DEI as ineffective or only somewhat effective.
How Diverse Is Today’s Workforce?

Finding: There has been progress in overall workforce diversity but not nearly enough

A majority (69%) of responding organizations agree or strongly agree their workforces are more diverse than two years ago, and a similar percentage (67%) say their cultures are more inclusive. However, somewhat fewer (58%) agree or strongly agree their workforces reflect the demographics of today’s marketplace.

Despite some progress, many organizations have a long way to go before their workforces are as diverse as the marketplaces they service. Why are so many organizations lagging in this area? The rest of the report tries to answer this question.

Differences by company size

Small organizations struggle most in these three areas. Just 29% of respondents at small companies agree or strongly agree that their workforce reflects the demographics of the marketplace, while more than half (57%) of mid-size companies and nearly two-thirds (64%) of large companies say the same. Likewise, only 40% of those small organizations agree or strongly agree their workforces are more diverse than two years ago, which is significantly less than mid-size (62%) and large (73%) companies.

Defining Small, Mid-sized and Large Organizations

Throughout the report, we look at the findings based on company size. We deem organizations with 1-99 employees as “small,” and those with 1,000 or more employees as “large.”
Survey Statement: As they pertain to your organization, to what degree do you agree with the following statements:

- **Our workforce is more diverse than it was two years ago**
  - Agree: 44%
  - Strongly agree: 25%
  - Total: 69%

- **Our corporate culture is more inclusive than it was two years ago (i.e., employees are more comfortable being themselves, participating in work activities or expressing their opinions)**
  - Agree: 45%
  - Strongly agree: 22%
  - Total: 67%

- **Our workforce reflects the demographics of the marketplace**
  - Agree: 37%
  - Strongly agree: 21%
  - Total: 58%

Just 21% strongly agree their workforces reflect marketplace demographics.
Finding: Many organizations seem to lack enough gender diversity in their leadership ranks

Women, make up roughly half of the workforce, yet they are often under-represented in the leadership ranks, a situation commonly referred to as the “glass ceiling.” To investigate this trend, we asked respondents about gender diversity among their leaders.

About half of respondents (54%) say women represent no more than 40% of their organization's leaders. Another 29% say women make up 41% to 60% of leaders. On the other end of the spectrum, roughly one-fifth say women represent 61% or more of their organization's leaders. These findings suggest that women are indeed under-represented in the leadership ranks of many organizations. We discuss leadership gender diversity in much greater detail in our 2020 The State of Women in Leadership report.

More than half of HR professionals say women represent no more than 40% of leaders, and nearly a quarter say women are no more than 20% of leader

Survey Question: About what percentage of your organization's leaders are women?

- 1% to 20%: 23%
- 21% to 40%: 31%
- 41% to 60%: 29%
- 61% to 80%: 13%
- 81% to 100%: 5%

Note: This data excludes those who responded “don’t know.”

---


Finding: Many organizations also appear to lack enough ethnic diversity in their leadership ranks

Ethnic/racial minorities make up about 40% of the U.S. population, according to Census Bureau estimates. Our study finds, however, that about one-third (35%) of respondents say ethnical/racial minorities comprise no more than 20% of their organizations’ leaders. This suggests ethnic minorities are also under-represented in many leadership ranks.

Women of color are even more under-represented. According to a 2020 McKinsey study, women of color hold only 3% of C-suite positions compared to 12% for men of color and 19% for white women.

---

**Survey Question:** About what percentage of your organization’s leaders are ethnic/racial minorities?

- 1% to 20%: 35%
- 21% to 40%: 30%
- 41% to 60%: 21%
- 61% to 80%: 9%
- 81% to 100%: 5%

Note: This data excludes those who responded “don’t know.”

---


What Is the Scope of DEI?

**Finding:** Respondents most commonly spend no more than 20% of their time on DEI

We asked participants to indicate the percentage of their average workweek that is devoted to DEI issues, programs or policies. About two-fifths (44%) say no more than 20% of their role is focused on DEI, while time spent for the remaining respondents varies.

Survey Question: What percentage of your average workweek is devoted to diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) issues, programs and/or policies?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage Range</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1% to 20%</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21% to 40%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41% to 60%</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61% to 80%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81% to 100%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: This data excludes those who responded “don’t know.”
Finding: HR is most commonly responsible for DEI

Of organizations with DEI initiatives, 37% say the HR function as a whole is primarily responsible for DEI. Another 14% say the CEO/President is responsible and another 12% indicate Chief Diversity Officers (CDOs) are responsible, though these executives may work under the umbrella of the HR department as we see in the next finding. Roughly one-tenth (9%) of participants say everyone is responsible.

Survey Question: Who is primarily responsible for DEI in your organization? (select one)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Human resources</td>
<td>37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEO/President</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chief diversity officer</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Executive committee</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Everyone</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Board</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEI council</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance officer</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No one</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: this data excludes those who responded “We do not have a DEI program.”
Finding: DEI is usually a subset of the HR department, though there are exceptions

To better understand whether DEI work is usually a subset of the HR department or whether it is distinct from it, we asked practitioners, “What is the connection between the HR department and DEI within your organization?” Nearly half (48%) indicate “DEI is a subset of the HR department” and another 32% say, “DEI and HR are separate but work together.”

Sixteen percent say DEI and HR are completely separate. In most cases, organizations decide that DEI should either be brought under the umbrella of HR or work closely with HR. This may help link DEI to issues where it is a fact, such as recruitment practices, analytics, succession management, compliance and more.

Survey Question: What is the connection between the HR department and DEI within your organization?

- DEI is a subset of the HR department: 48%
- DEI and HR are separate but work closely together: 32%
- DEI is completely separate from the HR department: 16%
- Other: 4%

Note: This data excludes those who responded “don’t know.”

About a third say DEI and HR are separate but work closely together
Finding: Employers most commonly track DEI characteristics related to protected classes

We asked, “When your organization considers the subject of DEI, which of the following characteristics of a diverse, equitable and inclusive workforce does your employer consider and track?” and found that employers are most likely to track characteristics associated with legal considerations related to protected classes.

We should note that disabilities and illnesses relating to mental health are often misunderstood because unlike a physical disability (39%), mental illnesses (20%) are not easily seen. For more information, see our report on Mental Health and Stress in the Workplace.

Some organizations include a wide range of other diverse characteristics not necessarily covered by regulations. These include behavior style (23%), personality (22%), socioeconomic status (17%), thinking style (17%), political beliefs (16%) and spirituality (11%). Such differences have the potential to affect issues such as communication styles, problem-solving techniques and approaches to conflict-resolution.

---

7 The ADA. Mental Health Conditions in the Workplace and the ADA. Retrieved from https://adata.org/factsheet/health
Survey Question: When your organization considers the subject of DEI, which of the following characteristics of a diverse, equitable and inclusive workforce does your employer consider and track? (select all that apply)

- Race/ethnicity: 69%
- Age: 66%
- Gender identity: 50%
- Educational background: 43%
- Sexual orientation: 42%
- Sexual identity: 42%
- Physical disability: 39%
- Veteran/military status: 33%
- Religion: 29%
- Career aspirations: 28%
- Family status: 24%
- Behavioral style: 23%
- Personality: 22%
- Location: 22%
- Mental illness: 20%
- Living arrangements (e.g., single, married, partnered, with children, etc.): 17%
- Socioeconomic status: 17%
- Tenure: 17%
- Thinking style/point of view: 17%
- Political beliefs: 16%
- Formerly incarcerated: 13%
- Spirituality: 11%
- Other: 4%

Note: This data excludes those who responded “None of the above.”

Many fail to consider and track individual characteristics such as behavioral style or personality.
What Are the Details of DEI Initiatives?

Finding: Many fail to incorporate key DEI initiatives to a very high degree

We asked respondents to indicate the degree to which their organization utilizes specific types of DEI initiatives. To a high or very high degree, companies most commonly:

- consistently communicate the importance of DEI throughout the organization (46%)
- stress DEI in the talent acquisition process (44%)
- support ERGs (43%)

It is particularly disappointing to see that organizations fail to include DEI in the succession planning and management processes (39%). As we see later on, insufficient prioritization at top leadership levels is a common barrier to DEI and is probably one of the central reasons for this issue.

Survey Question: To what degree does your organization use the following initiatives?

- Consistently communicate the importance of DEI throughout the organization: 26% High degree, 20% Very high degree, 46% Total
- Stress DEI in the talent acquisition process: 23% High degree, 21% Very high degree, 44% Total
- Support employee resource groups (ERGs): 24% High degree, 19% Very high degree, 43% Total
- Include DEI-related training during onboarding: 24% High degree, 17% Very high degree, 41% Total
- Include DEI in the succession planning and management process: 27% High degree, 12% Very high degree, 39% Total
- Embed the topic of DEI in all or most talent-development materials: 24% High degree, 15% Very high degree, 39% Total
- Consider DEI in an EAP, wellness programs, and healthcare benefits: 22% High degree, 15% Very high degree, 37% Total

Only 12% include DEI in the succession planning and management process to a very high degree.
Finding: About two-thirds incorporate DEI into their strategic planning process

About two-thirds (65%) agree or strongly agree that DEI plays a role in strategic planning. Slightly fewer make DEI initiatives quite visible to the workforce (60%) or formally integrate their DEI frameworks into their business strategies (57%).

Given that few companies are incorporating DEI into talent management and benefits processes and that effectiveness is so low, it is possible that many organizations are leaving out key DEI elements in their strategic plans and business objectives. Further, they may be failing to make those items truly visible to their workforces.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Survey Statement: As they pertain to your organization, to what degree do you agree with the following statements:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DEI plays a role in our strategic planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Only 18% strongly agree that DEI is formally integrated into business strategies.
What Types of DEI-inclusive Work Arrangements Do Companies Offer?

Finding: Most companies do not offer a variety of options

Companies most commonly offer flexible work options (57%). This is not too surprising given that Covid-19 has changed how the world at large works. Moreover, workers often prefer these arrangements. In fact, 92% of millennials identify flexibility as a top priority when job hunting, and 80% of women and 52% of men want flexibility in their next role. Women with flexible work arrangements are more likely to return to work after having children.

More than half (56%) offer paid time off (PTO), although fewer offer paid parental leave (45%), or benefits for domestics partners (36%). PTO offered often varies because mandates can vary from one country to the next. However, a company’s culture can also impact how such time off is taken. Employees may be hesitant about using PTO, parental leave or flexibility benefits out of fear their careers will be impacted. Experts also argue that that in some cultures there is a stigma associated with taking time off for non-work considerations. For example, if employees leave to take care of children, they could suffer career penalties such as being less likely to be promoted. In today’s society, women are more often the ones to leave the office to take care of children. This has become even more of a challenge as a result of Covid-19.

---


Moreover, benefits can be expensive. Therefore, companies are more likely to offer the ones that are more affordable and apply more to the masses. Just 44% of participants ensure their healthcare and EAP providers reflect the gender/race/ethnicity and language of the spoken workforce. On the other hand, using diverse benefits helps put specific employee groups at ease, which can create a sense of belonging, loyalty and higher corporate productivity. Because of that, some companies also offer telecommuting (43%) and professional part-time roles (29%), as well as family building/fertility benefits (23%) and paid gender reassignment surgery (13%).

Survey Question: What benefits or work arrangements does your organization have that make it easier for diverse employees to work there? (select all that apply)

- Flexible work options: 57%
- Paid time off (PTO): 56%
- Paid parental leave: 45%
- Ensuring healthcare and EAP providers reflect the gender, race/ethnicity and language spoken of the workforce: 44%
- Telecommuting options: 43%
- Benefits for domestic partners: 36%
- Professional part-time roles: 29%
- We only provide benefits mandated by country, state and local laws: 24%
- Family building/fertility benefits: 23%
- Paid gender reassignment surgery: 13%
- None of the above: 4%
To What Extent Do Companies Focus On Leadership Diversity?

Finding: Nearly two-thirds have initiatives that focus on leadership diversity

Having diverse leaders at the top is a helpful step in building a diverse workforce.\textsuperscript{15} Sixty-five percent of participants have one or more initiatives focused on diversity in leadership, suggesting that many companies are putting forth some effort to build diversity in their ranks.

Somewhat fewer have mandates of any kind to increase diversity in leadership roles (57%). Companies may not want to mandate diversity in leadership roles because they fear charges of reverse discrimination. For example, some research indicates that when diversity programs are mandated, white males, who are often the decision makers for hiring and promoting, have a tendency to feel threatened.\textsuperscript{16} This may have negative impacts on gender and ethical/racial diversity goals.\textsuperscript{17} On the other hand, there are several countries that have instituted mandatory gender quotas for boards of directors.\textsuperscript{18}

This type of dilemma might help explain why most companies are not tying DEI to promotions (35%) and compensation (33%). At the same time, some organizations may argue if you don’t hold managers accountable for DEI, it will not happen.


Survey Question: Which of the following are true or false for your organization?

Percent responding true

- We have one or more leadership development initiatives focused on or designed for improving DEI in leadership: 65%
- We have a mandate to increase diversity in leadership roles: 57%
- Our organization mandates diversity in some, not all, levels (i.e., promote diversity at manager level and below, but not senior leadership): 40%
- Our managers are rated, in part, according to their ability to reach specific DEI goals: 37%
- Managerial promotions partly depend on reaching DEI goals: 35%
- Managerial compensation levels are partially tied to reaching DEI goals: 33%
- Our organization mandates diversity in some regions and not others: 29%
What Prevents Organizations from Making Initiatives Successful?

Finding: A variety of factors influence the effectiveness of DEI initiatives

The three most commonly cited barriers to DEI effectiveness are:

- a lack of metrics to identify insufficient diversity (35%)
- a lack of understanding of the potential benefits of DEI (34%)
- failure to prioritize at top leadership levels (33%)

This potentially boils down to there being no single barrier to DEI. Organizations must overcome various obstacles—many interrelated—to be successful.

**Survey Question:** What are the barriers to increasing the effectiveness of DEI initiatives in your organization? (select all that apply)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Barrier</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lack of metrics to identify insufficient DEI</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of understanding the potential benefits of DEI</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insufficient prioritization at top leadership levels</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inadequate training</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of budget</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complacency</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of a leader to oversee and champion initiatives</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insufficient prioritization in the HR department</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of DEI-related technologies</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporate cultural resistance</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None of the above</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Nearly one-third say their organizations lack the training needed to increase DEI effectiveness.
How Well Do Organizations Understand and Measure DEI Success?

Finding: Less than half of organizations know just how effective their DEI programs are

Roughly half (46%) of respondents agree or strongly agree that they know just how effective their DEI programs are.

These low numbers align with the previous finding that many HR professionals view a “lack of metrics” as a barrier to effective DEI initiatives. An organization cannot know how effective their DEI programs are without sufficient metrics.

Further, smaller organizations (18%) are much less likely than mid-size (41%) and large (52%) organizations to agree or strongly agree that they know just how effective their DEI programs are.

Survey Question: As it pertains to your organization, to what degree do you agree with the following statements: We know just how effective our DEI programs are?

- **Strongly agree**: 12%
- **Agree**: 34%
- **Total**: 46%
Finding: Less than two-fifths analyze turnover using a DEI lens to a high and very high degree

We asked about the degree to which organizations measure organizational DEI. We found only about two-fifths (38%) establish and measure DEI metrics and reporting. A similar percentage analyze turnover using a DEI lens (38%). Again, given the degree of measurement, it is little wonder that fewer than half know just how effective their DEI programs are.

It is also possible that companies also may not know where to begin to measure or they may lack the right metrics concerning their strategic plans or business objectives.

Survey Question: To what degree does your organization use the following DEI initiatives?

| Establish and measure DEI analytics and reporting | 21% | 17% | 38% |
| Analyze turnover using a DEI lens            | 25% | 13% | 38% |
Finding: Companies most commonly use basic workforce demographic measurements

Basic demographics (i.e., gender, ethnicity, etc.) are the most common metric for measuring DEI (50%), while about a quarter (27%) assess advanced demographic metrics (i.e., veterans, disability status, LGBTQ+, etc.).

Relatively few organizations collect metrics that could potentially require actions based on the findings, such as measuring diversity in the leadership ranks (38%), diversity among teams (35%) and goals related to succession planning (28%). However, 43% track employee retention.

**Survey Question:** What metrics do you use to measure the current state of DEI in your organization? (select all that apply)

- Basic workforce demographics data (i.e., gender, ethnicity, etc.) 50%
- Employee retention 43%
- Diversity within the leadership ranks 38%
- Engagement/satisfaction levels 36%
- Diversity among teams and/or departments 35%
- Equal job titles (i.e., two people doing the same job but have different job titles) 30%
- Diversity goals related to succession planning 28%
- Recruiting outcomes 28%
- Benchmarking/comparisons to comparable organizations 27%
- Advanced workforce demographics data (i.e., veterans, disability status, LGBTQ+ etc.) 27%
- We do not measure DEI 13%

Note: This data excludes those who responded “don’t know.”

Thirteen percent do not measure the current state of DEI in their organization.
What Is the State of Pay Equity?

Finding: About three-fifths say pay is equitable in their organization

Sixty-one percent agree or strongly agree that pay is equitable in their organization. According to a 2020 report released by the World Economic Forum, women earn just 63% of what men make for the same work.¹⁹ This is discussed in more detail in HR.com’s The State of Pay Equity report.²⁰

Survey Question: As they pertain to your organization, to what degree do you agree with the following statement: Pay is equitable?

- 61% Strongly agree
- 39% Agree
- 22%


Finding: Most do not have formal budget allocated to closing pay gaps

Just 33% say their organization has a formal budget that is allocated to closing pay gaps. It's possible that some organizations do not create a formal and specific budget because pay equity costs are folded into the larger HR budget. However, others may also not view closing pay gaps as a high enough priority or may fear what they will find, concerned about discoverability that puts them at risk for a lawsuit.

Larger (39%) and mid-size (38%) organizations are almost ten times more likely than smaller (4%) to say they have a dedicated budget for closing pay gaps.

Survey Question: To what degree does your organization use the following DEI initiatives: Have a formal budget allocated to closing pay gaps?

- Very high degree: 33%
- High degree: 12%
- 21%
What Is Driving Companies to Provide Equitable Pay?

Finding: Employers most commonly provide equitable pay to recruit and retain talent

We asked respondents about “what drives the goal of providing equitable pay” in their organizations. About half say that the need to recruit (46%) and retain (46%) the right talent drives that goal. This makes sense considering companies need consistent talent to meet their business objectives.

The need to ensure compliance (39%) or remove bias (30%) are cited less often, but they clearly indicate that many organizations have both legal and talent management reasons for pursuing equitable pay. Both of these drivers suggest to us that the 10% who say they have “no equitable pay goals” may wish to reconsider.

Survey Question: In your organization, what drives the goal of providing equitable pay? (select all that apply)

- Be able to recruit the right talent: 46%
- Be able to retain the right talent: 46%
- Ensure a sense of fairness: 42%
- Enhance performance: 41%
- Build a culture of trust: 40%
- Ensure compliance with legal/regulatory considerations or requirements: 39%
- Increase diversity and inclusion: 38%
- Boost engagement: 36%
- Need to remove bias: 30%
- Training about equitable pay: 29%
- We have no equitable pay goals: 10%

Ten percent have no equitable pay goals
Finding: Only 16% say equitable pay is a top priority among executives

Sixteen percent report equitable pay is a top priority among executives in their organization, while another 37% say it is among the top five priorities. We consider this welcome news. However, at a time when social justice issues are prominent at a global level, we are disappointed to find that 20% say equitable pay is not currently a priority among executives in their organization.

Smaller organizations (35%) are more likely than mid-size (20%) and large (15%) organizations to say equitable pay is not currently viewed as an organizational priority.

Survey Question: Among executives in your organization, how high a priority is equitable pay? (select the one that best applies)

- It is the top priority: 16%
- It is among the top five priorities: 37%
- It is one of many competing priorities but not near the top: 28%
- It is not currently viewed as an organizational priority: 20%

One-fifth say their executives don’t think equal pay is a priority

Note: This does not include those who responded “other.” Numbers do not add up to 100% due to rounding.
Finding: Most companies are not investing enough to understand pay gaps

Given the lack of support from the top, it makes sense that most organizations are not investing enough to close today’s pay gaps in the workforce at large. Fewer than half say their organization is actively investing in understanding the pay equity gap to a high or very high extent.

Survey Question: To what extent is your organization actively investing in understanding the pay equity gap in your business?

Note: This data excludes those who responded “don’t know.”
Finding: Thirteen percent don’t measure pay gaps or pay equity

In an effort to measure pay gaps and pay equity, companies most commonly look at pay among comparable jobs (55%). Another 46% compare pay within pay bands. Pay comparisons are most useful when companies evaluate all the relevant variables that make a job different. However, some data points may not provide true apples-to-apples comparisons, though they can serve as a good guide.

Only about two-fifths of participants (41%) say they are measuring pay with clear pay-for-performance measures. The fact that so few use this metric might indicate that some organizations do not have clear metrics for linking pay to performance, or even for gathering accurate employee performance data.

Twenty-two percent use regression analyses, which can help an organization reveal biases so an organization can take action. However, conducting this kind of analysis may only be relevant when sample sizes are fairly large.²¹

Finding: Companies most commonly train all employee groups

Only two-fifths provide DEI-related training to all employee groups (42%). Generally speaking, we view this as disappointing given so many organizations today struggle in providing employees with inclusive cultures and helping them manage the unconscious societal bias that some employees possess.22 Fifteen percent of responding companies do not offer such training at all, and some restrict it to certain groups, such as “select managers and employees” (22%) or “senior executives” (16%).

Of course, some HR professionals may view limiting training to just managers or managers and select groups as an efficient strategy because it empowers these groups of employees to tailor what is applicable to their teams.23 It might also “check the box” to support what is legally required for antidiscrimination purposes (e.g., sexual harassment training). Training select groups versus everyone may also be more cost-effective. Others argue, however, that expanding such training to everyone, when done correctly, pays off by leading to increased innovation, productivity and employee morale.

Should DEI-related training be mandatory? Obviously, it should be mandatory when it is required by law or courts. However, some experts argue that mandatory training can have a negative impact. For example, it may fail to engage employees and carry a legalistic overtone. Mandated sessions can even create unproductive or hostile discussions, which can bring down morale and/or productivity.24 It is often difficult to train employees who resist abandoning their beliefs and biases.

---


**Survey Question:** Who is included in your DEI-related learning and development (L&D) programs?

- All employees: 42%
- Select employees and managers: 22%
- All managers: 21%
- Senior executives (C-suite): 16%
- Board members: 15%
- We do not have such training: 15%

Fifteen percent say they do not have DEI-related training.

Note: This data excludes those who responded “don’t know.”
What Types of DEI Training Are Most Common?

Finding: Companies most commonly provide inclusion awareness training

Among organizations that offer DEI-related training, the most widely provided is inclusion awareness training (52%). Companies largely look to this training to help build harmonious working relationships among employees by training them to understand the demographic, socioeconomic and culture-dominant working styles. Such understanding can lead to more productive working environments.

Two-fifths use communication practices training (39%). This, and specific training around conflict resolution (34%) and difficult conversations (41%), can be helpful for managers and employees who need to communicate DEI issues without unintentionally giving offense or being accused of discrimination.

Also offered is unconscious bias training (38%). Confirmation bias, which is an example of an unconscious bias, is when people sometimes see positive qualities in others who appear or sound more like themselves. Unconscious bias training can help employees be more aware of differences to help them interact more successfully and fairly with colleagues, customers and suppliers, and it also can help organizations avoid charges of discrimination.

---

Survey Question: How do you incorporate DEI into your Learning and Development programs? (select all that apply)

- Inclusion awareness training: 52%
- Performance management training: 45%
- Inclusive recruitment policies training: 43%
- Anti-racism training: 42%
- Difficult conversations (facilitating conversations around DEI): 41%
- Communication practices training: 39%
- Unconscious bias training: 38%
- Conflict resolution: 34%
- Pay equity training and awareness: 32%
- None of the above: 4%

About one-third use pay equity training and awareness.
How Beneficial Are DEI Initiatives to Organizations?

Finding: Most think DEI initiatives pay important dividends

Most HR professionals in organizations that have DEI initiatives believe such initiatives pay off. In fact, research shows that companies in the top quartile for racial and ethnic diversity are 35% more likely to have financial returns above their respective national industry medians.  

Respondents agree or strongly agree that DEI initiatives enhance organizational performance and improve compliance (both 68%).

Survey Question: As they pertain to your organization, to what degree do you agree with the following statements:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Strongly agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DEI initiatives enhance our organizational performance</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEI initiatives improve compliance with existing laws</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Practices Linked to a Greater Chance of Success

To take a closer look at what differentiates organizations with effective DEI initiatives from those with less effective DEI initiatives, we separated our sample into two cohorts:

- **DEI high performers**: Respondents who rate their organization’s DEI initiatives as effective (that is, an 8, 9, or 10 on a 10-point effectiveness scale).

- **DEI low performers**: Respondents who rate their organization’s DEI initiatives as relatively ineffective (that is, a 1, 2, 3, or 4 on a 10-point effectiveness scale).

Of course, correlation is not the same as causation. While we cannot state that any particular practice will definitely lead to success in managing DEI, we do see intriguing relationships that might result in greater success.

**Finding: DEI high performers tend to have support from the top**

DEI low performers experience more barriers to increasing the effectiveness of DEI initiatives.

DEI high performers tend to have leaders that prioritize DEI. About a quarter (26%) cite insufficient prioritization at top leadership levels, compared with 52% among DEI low performers. Because low performers have less support from the top, it’s likely they also lack a leader to oversee and champion initiatives.
Survey Question: What are the barriers to increasing the effectiveness of DEI initiatives in your organization? (select all that apply)

- Insufficient prioritization at top leadership levels
  - DEI low performers: 52%
  - DEI high performers: 34%

- Inadequate training
  - DEI low performers: 44%
  - DEI high performers: 23%

- Lack of a leader to oversee and champion initiatives
  - DEI low performers: 37%
  - DEI high performers: 17%

- Corporate cultural resistance
  - DEI low performers: 31%
  - DEI high performers: 15%

DEI low performers are more than twice as likely as high performers to say they experience corporate cultural resistance.
Finding: DEI high performers more often have CEOs/Presidents who are primarily responsible for DEI

Although both cohorts say that HR is most likely to be primarily responsible for DEI, DEI high performers are twice as likely as low performers to say the CEO/president is primarily responsible (20% vs. 10%).

Survey Question: Who is primarily responsible for DEI in your organization? (select one)

Percent answering CEO/President

- DEI low performers: 10%
- DEI high performers: 20%
Finding: DEI low performers focus less on individual differences

DEI high performers are more likely than their lower performing counterparts to consider and track a wider range of characteristics associated with DEI. The most significant gaps are within the categories of career aspirations (41% vs. 12%) and mental illness (37% vs. 7%). High performers are also more cognizant of other individual differences such as diverse living arrangements, thinking style, sexual orientation, sexual identity and educational background.

Survey Statement: When your organization considers the subject of DEI, which of the following characteristics of a diverse, equitable and inclusive workforce does your employer consider and track? (select all that apply)

- Educational background: 33% DEI low performers, 56% DEI high performers
- Religion: 20% DEI low performers, 44% DEI high performers
- Career aspirations: 12% DEI low performers, 41% DEI high performers
- Mental illness: 7% DEI low performers, 37% DEI high performers
- Personality: 13% DEI low performers, 36% DEI high performers
- Family status: 13% DEI low performers, 34% DEI high performers
- Political beliefs: 7% DEI low performers, 30% DEI high performers
- Thinking style/point of view: 5% DEI low performers, 28% DEI high performers
- Living arrangements (e.g., single, married, partnered, with children, etc.): 7% DEI low performers, 28% DEI high performers
Finding: DEI high performers incorporate DEI into their strategic plans and business objectives more often

DEI high performers (93%) more often agree or strongly agree that DEI plays a role in strategic planning, compared with just 34% of DEI low performers. High performers (92%) are also more likely to agree or strongly agree that this strategic framework is formally integrated into their business strategies, compared with low performers (20%).

High performers (92%) are also more likely than low performers (25%) to agree that DEI initiatives are quite visible to their workforce. Visibility brings forth transparency and helps to create and sustain a culture of trust.

Survey Statement: As they pertain to your organization, to what degree do you agree with the following statements:

- DEI plays a role in strategic planning
- DEI framework is formally integrated into business strategies
- DEI initiatives are quite visible to the workforce

DEI high performers are more than four times as likely as low performers to agree or strongly agree that DEI framework is formally integrated into business strategies.
Finding: DEI high performers are much more likely to communicate the importance of DEI throughout the organization to high or very high degree

DEI high performers are far more likely than low performers to consistently communicate the importance of DEI throughout the organization to a high or very high extent (79% vs. 7%). High performers are also much more likely to stress DEI in other parts of the talent management process, including the talent acquisition and succession management process.

Survey Statement: To what degree does your organization use the following diversity and inclusion initiatives?

Percent responding high or very high degree

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Survey Statement</th>
<th>DEI low performers</th>
<th>DEI high performers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Consistently communicate the importance of DEI throughout the organization</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress DEI in the talent acquisition process</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Embed the topic of DEI in all or most talent-development materials</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>74%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Include DEI in the succession planning and management process</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>71%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Finding: DEI high performers tend to use more advanced metrics and set more goals

DEI high performers are much more likely than low performers to use a variety of metrics and analytics to gauge the current state of DEI in their organization. This is especially true in regard to advanced workforce demographics, diversity goals related to succession planning, diversity goals among teams/departments and engagement levels.

Survey Statement: What metrics do you use to measure the current state of DEI in your organization? (select all that apply)

- Engagement/satisfaction levels
  - DEI low performers: 18%
  - DEI high performers: 48%

- Diversity among teams and/or departments
  - DEI low performers: 17%
  - DEI high performers: 47%

- Equal job titles (i.e., two people doing the same job but have different job titles)
  - DEI low performers: 17%
  - DEI high performers: 45%

- Diversity goals related to succession planning
  - DEI low performers: 12%
  - DEI high performers: 43%

- Advanced workforce demographics data (e.g., veterans, LGBTQ+, etc.)
  - DEI low performers: 3%
  - DEI high performers: 40%

Note: This data excludes those who responded “don’t know.”
Finding: DEI high performers are much more likely to offer DEI-related training programs

DEI high performers (51%) are more than seven times as likely as DEI low performers (7%) to provide pay equity training. High performers are also more likely to invest in training in other key DEI areas such as communication practices training, anti-racism training and inclusion awareness training.

Survey Question: How do you incorporate DEI into your Learning and Development programs?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training Area</th>
<th>DEI Low Performers</th>
<th>DEI High Performers</th>
<th>Gap</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pay equity training and awareness</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>51%</td>
<td>44 pts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication practices training</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>49%</td>
<td>34 pts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-racism training</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>32 pts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inclusion awareness training</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>32 pts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inclusive recruitment policies training</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>29 pts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance management training</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>59%</td>
<td>27 pts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficult conversations (facilitating conversations around DEI)</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>25 pts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Only 7% of DEI low performers offer pay equity training.
Finding: DEI high performers are much more likely to have initiatives that improve DEI in the leadership ranks

Most DEI high performers (88%) have one or more leadership development initiatives focused on improving DEI in leadership. By comparison, just 33% of low performers do. Such programs have the potential to help women and other under-represented groups overcome the cultural and organizational challenges that sometimes hinder them in their aspirations to become leaders.

Having a diverse set of leaders at the top is an important step in bringing broader diversity throughout the organization. Perhaps because of this, DEI high performers are more likely to mandate diversity in leadership and include incentives.

Survey Question: Regarding diversity in leadership ranks, which of the following are true or false for your organization?

Percent responding true

- We have one or more leadership development initiatives focused on or designed for improving DEI in leadership
  - DEI low performers: 33%, Gap 55 pts
  - DEI high performers: 88%

- Our managers are rated, in part, according to their ability to reach specific DEI goals
  - DEI low performers: 12%, Gap 52 pts
  - DEI high performers: 64%

- We have a mandate to increase diversity in leadership roles
  - DEI low performers: 26%, Gap 50 pts
  - DEI high performers: 76%

- Managerial promotions partly depend on reaching DEI goals
  - DEI low performers: 13%, Gap 47 pts
  - DEI high performers: 60%

- Managerial compensation levels are partially tied to reaching DEI goals
  - DEI low performers: 13%, Gap 41 pts
  - DEI high performers: 54%

- Our organization mandates diversity at some, not all, levels (i.e., promote diversity with managers and below, but not senior leadership)
  - DEI low performers: 23%, Gap 28 pts
  - DEI high performers: 51%

- Our organization mandates diversity in some regions but not others
  - DEI low performers: 18%, Gap 19 pts
  - DEI high performers: 37%

Low performers are less likely to mandate diversity in leadership
Finding: DEI high performers provide more inclusive benefits

More DEI high performers (64%) than DEI low performers (29%) ensure that healthcare and EAP providers reflect the gender, race/ethnicity and language spoken of the workforce (for example, ensuring that employees who do not speak the dominant language of the workforce are still able to get the same level of healthcare and EAP support as those who do).

DEI high performers overall provide more inclusive benefits, but it is important to note that offering such benefits is just one part of the equation. A culture that supports their use is also essential. If employees fear there could be negative implications for their careers or pay, they could be less likely to use them (or they may potentially use them knowing that they would be passed over for a promotion or raise and ultimately consider leaving the organization for an organization with better work-life balance).

Survey Question: What benefits or work arrangements does your organization have that make it easier for diverse employees to work there? (select all that apply)

- Ensuring healthcare and EAP providers reflect the gender, race/ethnicity and language spoken of the workforce
  - DEI low performers: 29%
  - DEI high performers: 64%

- Paid parental leave
  - DEI low performers: 36%
  - DEI high performers: 51%

- Benefits for domestic partners
  - DEI low performers: 25%
  - DEI high performers: 43%

- Family building/fertility benefits
  - DEI low performers: 11%
  - DEI high performers: 34%

- Paid gender reassignment surgery
  - DEI low performers: 8%
  - DEI high performers: 22%

Only one-quarter of DEI low performers provide benefits for domestic partners
Finding: DEI high performers prioritize equal pay and often have a formal budget for closing pay gaps

The large majority (85%) of DEI high performers agree or strongly agree pay is equitable in their organization. In contrast, just 40% of DEI low performers say the same.

DEI high performers (82%) are also more than four times as likely as DEI low performers (18%) to say that among executives in their organization, equitable pay is among the top five priorities. More than half of high performers (56%) indicate they have a formal budget for closing pay gaps, considerably more than low performers (11%). This may be because low performers lack more support from the top.

Note: This data is extracted from three different questions: “As they pertain to your organization, to what degree do you agree with the following statements: Pay is equitable,” “Among executives in your organization, how high a priority is equitable pay?” and “To what degree does your organization use the following initiatives: Have a formal budget allocated to closing pay gaps?”
Finding: DEI high performers are more than five times as likely as DEI low performers to use regression analysis to measure pay gaps and pay equity.

DEI high performers scrutinize performance pay more than low performers. This may be, in part, because high performers get more support from the top to measure DEI as well as adequate budgets to rectify potential pay inequity.

**Survey Question:** What tools does your organization use to measure pay gaps and pay equity? (select all that apply)

- **Clear pay for performance measures**
  - DEI low performers: 23%
  - DEI high performers: 58%

- **Regression analysis**
  - DEI low performers: 7%
  - DEI high performers: 38%

- **Comparisons of bonuses and stock options**
  - DEI low performers: 12%
  - DEI high performers: 40%
Key Takeaways

1. **Determine how your organization collectively thinks about DEI.** Does it consider DEI to be a compliance-focused initiative only or is compliance just a part of the issue? What are your organizational goals aside from compliance and avoiding legal concerns? For example, is DEI a major component of talent management and employee experience? Can DEI be used to enhance organizational performance, engagement and innovation?

2. **Evaluate where the organization is in regard to DEI.** As a first step, for example, you could evaluate employment market demographics, employee engagement/satisfaction surveys and small focus groups. Identify the areas in the organization where DEI programs are necessary to build morale, improve innovation or support government regulations. Use key learnings to create a business case and refine your organization’s definition of DEI.

3. **Get support from the top.** Make sure everyone shares the same overarching goals. Then work with leaders to identify and prioritize phases of DEI improvement. What are the quick wins to improve DEI? Consider creating a communication strategy for the CEO to communicate these phases of improvement with the whole organization.

4. **Design a variety of training programs to reinforce cultural values and minimize lawsuits.** Consider training for pay equity awareness, anti-racism, inclusion awareness, conflict resolution, performance management, recruitment management and unconscious bias. Keep in mind that one size will not fit all. You may want to keep most training optional and/or private, making it mandatory only when essential. Think about methods and technologies. Will employees be more engaged working on an individual training worksheet, watching videos or being hands-on in group settings? Think about incorporating more than compliance-focused material. For example, you could offer guidance to employees to help them manage their diverse thinking styles and problem solving approaches.
Analyze leadership initiatives and recruiting processes to support women and ethnic/racial minorities. Women and minorities may fail to become leaders because they lack equal opportunities to the right projects and training. Consider holding events, creating ERGs, forming formal mentorship programs, and providing leadership training to give minorities and others equal opportunities. Review hiring and promotion processes. Does your recruiting process incorporate techniques to minimize conscious and unconscious biases? Are time-to-hire goals and benefit plans realistic and equitable?

Consider the dominant leadership style of the organization and help employees navigate through changes. Some executives and employees are accustomed to top-down leadership styles. DEI often values behaviors of openness and collaboration. Is there a conflict between styles and, if so, how can it be resolved? When appropriate, help leaders to incorporate a style that is supportive of DEI.

Seek opportunities to drive innovation and encourage diversity of thought. Consider bringing together employees with different backgrounds to work on a fun and challenging project where diverse viewpoints matter. For example, create or test a new product by inviting different job levels, roles, departments and regions to a product development meeting.

Decide how your organization should approach DEI metrics. Should there be a point person or team that decides how to track and collect key DEI metrics over time? Which DEI data points does your organization need to track? When will you need to survey employee populations? Identify who will be responsible for collecting data and regularly sharing it. Should they regularly meet with leaders to show them progress and areas of improvement?

Consider DEI incentives. The organization may want to find ways to recognize leaders for DEI progress. There are various options. For example, your organization might consider tangible non-quota performance-related criteria such as ranking a manager based on their ability to give men and women access to similar career-changing projects or networking opportunities. Of course, run programs by legal counsel.
Stay up-to-date on global regulations, policies and procedures.
New policies and regulations that come into effect often differ among countries, states and regions. Consider who will track pertinent regulations and adjust internal policies and procedures. When does it make sense to change internal company policy in anticipation of governments mandating legislation down the road? And, should organizations go further than laws mandated to burnish their employer brand and live up to corporate values? Also, try to determine what benefits will be increasingly attractive to today's multicultural workforce.

Reinforce messages and provide ongoing support with the right tools.
Look for DEI success stories. For example, the organization could share a story about how a diverse team of workers designed a new customer service plan or product innovation. The company could feature the story in the employee newsletter, videos, annual report or the DEI section of the organization’s website.

Consider taking the pulse of your organization to gauge the state of pay equity. For example, maybe you want to compare salaries across departments and comparable jobs. Consider in advance the ways in which your organization could react to potential pay inequities and discrepancies. Coordinate with the executive team so everyone is on the same page. If there is no formal budget for such an endeavor, consider making a case for it.

Take a good look at your organization's performance management system, especially if it is used to make promotion and pay decisions.
Are performance management processes objective? Does the system do a good job of reflecting actual performance, or is it more of an obligatory ritual? If pay is linked to performance evaluations, how much should tenure, education and salary history matter relative to work experience certification and skills? Consider tracking performance measures as much as bonuses, stock options, pay bands, and comparable jobs. Consider using regressions to look for pay inequities.

---
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